[Gene expression analyses and their possible clinical benefit in head and neck cancer].
Systems biology approaches for mutational (exome analysis and targeted sequencing) and gene expression analysis (transcriptome-wide gene expression profiling) represent a new and growing scientific field in head and neck oncology. In addition to medical biological expertise, bioinformatic assistance is increasingly required. For squamous cell head and neck cancer (HNSCC), the recent molecular genetic single-gene and signal pathway observations represent basic research. Important aspects of this have now been significantly enhanced by systems biology approaches, which have grown into relevant areas of translational clinical research. It is now known that HPV16 is associated with genetic alterations at various locations, but also that it functionally affects genes not altered in their base sequence at the level of methylation. In transcriptome analyses, various consortia found matching clusters of gene expression and HPV16 association with the spectrum of somatic mutations. The differential methylation of gene promoters discovered in HPV16-driven HNSCC proved predictive for survival—even in HNSCC patients without HPV detection. The authors present an overview of some translationally relevant findings and venture an outlook on possible future clinical developments.